Facileness is Expanding too Fast in the World

The “Primus inter Pares” Program fosters the development of a strategic approach to reality, dealing with short-term results while a long-term approach is introduced. It is part of the Micro-economics driven Development 50-year project.

A fully Sponsored Program:

1) The Unicist Evolutionary Approach
2) Managing the Unified Field of Businesses
3) Designing Maximal and Minimum Strategies
4) Using Objects and Roles driven Management
5) Using Behavioral Catalysts of Processes

Facileness Approach

1. Reactive
2. Past Driven
3. Survival driven
4. Utopias driven
5. Need satisfaction driven
6. Conflict avoidance
7. Shortcuts
8. Conjunctural
9. Under-developing
10. Volatility

Evolutionary Approach

1. Proactive
2. Present & Future Driven
3. Growth driven
4. Maximal Strategies driven
5. Minimum Strategies driven
6. Conflict Management
7. Pathways
8. Structural
9. Developing
10. Sustainability

This Program is part of the Microeconomics Driven Development 50-year Project

www.unicist.net/economics/participate

The discoveries of the root causes of evolution made at The Unicist Research Institute, allowed developing the unicist evolutionary approach that manages the root causes of social, individual and business evolution. The unicist evolutionary approach fosters evolution and minimizes facileness by managing the unified field of social and business functions. It works as a generic social catalyst to generate sustainable growth.

Sponsored by:

The Unicist School
in Sciences & Technologies
The Unicist School of Thought
www.unicist-school.org

Invite Friends and Colleagues

Access the Program

www.unicist-school.org/primus-inter-pares

e-mail: n.i.brown@unicist-school.org